
Probably the greatest anomaly of our current era in South Africa is the strong behaviour 
of our markets in the face of political chaos. 
My graph below tracks the performance of the JSE All Share Index which, despite some 
serious and understandable volatility marking occasions such as when President Zuma has 
interfered with the Finance Ministry, is clearly in a quite strongly recovering trend as indicated 
by my trend lines, the lower of which indicates a compound annual average growth rate of 6.6 
percent. And for the foreseeable future ShareFinder’s projection of the likely track of the 
market is up-hill until April/May next year. 

My second graph tracks the ShareFinder Blue Chip Index which has powered upwards 
throughout this period at a relatively spectacular 18.1 percent but is similarly projected to turn 
negative from January next year: 

 
The Prospects Portfolio has similarly benefited from this trend with an upward trajectory of 19.7 
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percent compound. Readers will note, however, that in this case an upward break-out from a 
technical pennant formation appears imminent with a short-lived initial break above the 
pennant projected for August followed by a downward trend until mid-October and then a final 
run up until Christmas. Following that ShareFinder senses that this portfolio might start losing 
value from late December: 

Readers might note with interest that New York’s Dow Industrial Index has performed 
exceptionally well throughout the same period gaining at a compound annual rate of 23.2 
percent as measured by the lower of my two trend lines. And here, ShareFinder currently 
suggests that a break-out is likely to occur early in November: 

There is a very real reason why markets 
are likely to start losing value towards the 
end of this year. The US Federal 
Reserve has begun raising its lending 
rates because it judges that the American 
economy has fully recovered from the 
2007 recession and it anticipates that 
current full employment rates will shortly 
lead to rising wage rates and, in turn, to 
inflationary problems. The graph on the 
right shows how US 10-year bond yields 
have risen nearly 60 percent from 1.45 



percent last August to a current 2.309. and are expected to continue rising. The graph below 
from inflation.com indicates how the inflation rate has rising in the US from a recent low of –0.2 
percent to 2,74 percent before the Fed began taking interest rate action to head it off and try to 
hold it in a narrow two percent band which has been in place for the past 30 years. 

Most readers understand the fundamental link between interest rates which I have written 
extensively about it in my books. Simply stated however, US bond rates set the trend for the 
world as a whole.  
Because, in a phase of rising bond yields, investors expect to see dividend yields rising 
similarly in order to maintain a constant yield relationship, the implication is that in the absence 
of similarly rising corporate profits, share prices have to fall because dividend yields and share 
prices are inversely related. Thus, in projecting falling share prices early in the new year, 
ShareFinder is accordingly anticipating that US bond rates will begin rising more aggressively 
around that time. And, of course, when Wall Street sneezes the whole world catches 
pneumonia. 

The Prospects Portfolio 
Reading from the tabulation below, it is clear that since we launched the portfolio in January 
2011 it has risen from an initial R1-million to R3 058 529 representing a Total annual Return of 
27.21 compound since that date and while its current dividend yield is 1.6 percent the actual 
dividend of R47 778 represents a yield of 4.8 percent on the original investment. Furthermore if 
it is continued to be held it will be yielding 14.2 percent on the original investment when it 
reaches the 10-year mark in January 2021.  
As the tabulation makes clear, we have made money on every share in the portfolio with some 



like Naspers (with a growth rate since purchase of 660 percent) and Capitec with 368 percent, 
having performed spectacularly well for our investors. 
Of them all, only one looks ripe for pruning: Coronation which we bought at R24.91 a share 
and is now standing at R67.36. As the graph projection below suggests, ShareFinder thinks 
that the shares could be down to + - R58.89 by the end of this year and R57.22 by next May. 
Best date to sell, if ShareFinder is correct, will be August 9 when a price of R68.98 might be 
possible. But do remember the old adage about leaving a little fat on the bone for the next 
buyer. Be content if you can get R68 to R68.50. 

Of the two counters I highlighted last month, I am glad 
to note that my hesitancy about selling either Mr Price 
or Advertech has paid off. My graph on the right makes 
it clear the Mr Price has fared better since the latest 
results were released and ShareFinder thinks the 
shares are likely to keep on rising until  the end of this 
month at least and likely into October. 
 

Advertech has also rebounded after a troubling three 
months and ShareFinder believes the shares are set for 
steady recovery well into the new year. As my second 
graph suggests, Advertech could be standing at R18.68 
by year end. 
 

As a possible replacement for Coronation I would 
consider Adaptit which, having taken some strain since 
last October, is poised for a good recovery as detailed 
in my graph below. 
 



JSE Blue Chips to consider: 



Top London Stock Exchange Performers: 



Top New York Performers: 



Top Australian Performers 


